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Precession Electron Diffraction (PED) technique in Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) has 
been first reported by the Vincent and Midgley in 1994 [1]. Since then, and mainly since the 
commercial availability of beam precession device [2] to the market ten years after, several TEM 
applications for nanomaterials have been developed based on that technique. It is currently well 
established that PED enhance dramatically reflections quality (quasi-kinematical, similar to X-ray 
intensities) and diffraction data resolution. More than 500 articles (based on PED technique and our 
instrumentation) from various laboratories worldwide have been published since 2004, on major 
scientific microscopy/material science journals. 
 
Due to precession diffraction influence to obtain improved ED data quality, PED was first applied in 
electron crystallography, where in combination with 3D diffraction tomography in the TEM, has 
revealed as powerful novel technique for structure determination of nanocrystals (from complex 
zeolites and minerals to metals and alloys). In 3D PED TEM tomography method, a series of ED 
patterns are collected every 1 degree of tilting around the goniometer axis [3, 4]. The 3D reciprocal 
space can be reconstructed after collecting several PED patterns (usually from + 60 to – 60 deg) 
towards the unit cell parameters determination. ED intensities can be measured automatically that 
allows to solve the crystal structure on nanocrystals, using any crystallographic method. 
 
Most popular technique in materials science that uses PED, is the TEM automatic orientation and 
phase mapping analysis applied on a variety of materials [5,6]. This technique (called ASTAR) is 
similar to the traditional EBSD method in SEM, where the major benefit compared to EBSD 
technique, is the much higher spatial resolution that can be up to 1-3 nm (in case of FEG-TEM). With 
ASTAR, PED spot patterns are collected with an external ultra fast CCD camera while the sample 
area of interest is scanned by the electron beam. Beam scanning is controlled by an external source, 
such as the precession unit Digistar by NanoMEGAS [2]. Orientation/ phase identification is next 
performed off-line [7]. Local crystallographic orientation and / or phases are identified through an 
original algorithm that compares recorded ED spot patterns with pre-calculated (simulated) templates 
for all possible orientations and/or phases. ASTAR method has been successfully applied to several 
materials as metals, alloys, minerals, semiconductors, ceramics, nanowires, ion batteries, organic 
compounds, etc 
 
PED has been recently successfully applied to obtain strain mapping analysis of several 
semiconductor materials at 1-4 nm resolution (sensitivity 0.02%), based on comparison of PED-NBD 
patterns of strained areas with a reference - non-strained area. Strain measurement with high spatial 
resolution and high precision in semiconductor devices and other materials is critical to monitor the 
designed and unintended strain distributions. In strain measurement by TEM, spot diffraction patterns 
using nanobeam illumination data from the area of interest are collected. The acquired diffraction 
patterns from strained region compared to the reference pattern from unstrained region, to measure 
the strain tensor in the material. Beam Precession is applied in strain mapping analysis to reduce 
substantially strong dynamical effects. In fact, when PED is applied, ED reflections become 
insensitive to thickness and orientation (small) variations, where also the number of reflections is 
increased leading to ED data with higher order spot reflections improving this way greatly strain map 
accuracy. Strain mapping analysis in TEM using PED technique consist a straightforward method 
that can be applied with any TEM and provides rapid and accurate data (same order of magnitude as 
dark field holography) without any requirement to index diffraction patterns. 
 



Both orientation and strain mapping methods, are fully compatible and can be combined with 
advances TEM specimen holders that offer the opportunity to perform in situ measurements. 
Orientation and strain analysis can be performed under different temperatures, using in situ strain 
application, etc, taking advantage of TEM specifications benefits and analyze materials in scale of 
few nanometers.  

The recent launched application of e-PDF (electron Pair Distribution Function) approach [8] allows 
the investigation at local scale of electron diffraction (ED) patterns from nanocrystalline or 
amorphous materials. e-PDF technique analyze the interatomic distances, bonding  and possible  
short/large scale order of nanocrystalline /amorphous materials at nm scale , enabling to monitor in 
situ solid state reactions, structure of glassy materials, layered thin films quality  and  amorphous/ re-
crystallization studies in semiconductor devices. 

Herein, various application and examples of PED method in orientation imaging, ADT 3D structure 
determination, strain analysis and e-PDF studies will be presented.  
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Figure 1. 3D reconstructed reciprocal space obtained by PED tomography (A). Plastic deformation 
in situ analysis combining specific specimen holder device and orientation mapping in different steps 
(B). Orientation Map of Au-nanoparticles obtained by ASTAR technique in TEM (C). Strain mapping 
analysis of AlGaN / GaN system used as High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) (D) 


